ABSTRACT

The title of this thesis is “Analisis Kontrastif Kata Ganti Orang dalam Bahasa Mandarin dan Bahasa Indonesia”. The writer is trying to analyze the similarities and differences between personal pronoun in Mandarin and Indonesia. The concept are part of speech and personal pronoun. Contrastive analysis is the theory used in this paper to see similarities and differences of personal pronoun in Mandarin and Indonesia. The methodology on the paper is descriptive analysis.

The result of the analysis is written in last chapter. The similarities of personal pronoun found between Mandarin and Indonesia is first personal pronoun, second personal pronoun and third personal pronoun, there are three kinds of personal pronoun. The difference are in Mandarin “men” has to be added for the plural pronoun such as 我, 俺, 咱, 你, 他. Personal pronoun in Indonesia, the single personal pronoun has klitika form are –ku, ku-, -mu, -nya.
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